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with water on the surface. A gesture interface can provide
an alternative input method in such cases.

ABSTRACT

A sensing device for a touchless, hand gesture, user
interface based on an inexpensive passive infrared
pyroelectric detector array is presented. The 2 x 2 element
sensor responds to changing infrared radiation generated by
hand movement over the array. The sensing range is from a
few millimetres to tens of centimetres. The low power
consumption (< 50 μW) enables the sensor’s use in mobile
devices and in low energy applications. Detection rates of
77% have been demonstrated using a prototype system that
differentiates the four main hand motion trajectories – up,
down, left and right. This device allows greater non-contact
control capability without an increase in size, cost or power
consumption over existing on/off devices.

In mobile phones, hand gesture is already used to provide
another layer of interaction in addition to hardware keys
and now well established touch screens. Current
commercial interfaces are realized either by processing a
video stream from a front-facing camera [1], or with a
specialized sensor as in the Samsung Galaxy S4 [2]. Videobased systems require energy for capture, and in some cases
illumination. They are complex and have a high processing
requirement. Other existing motion and proximity switches
only provide limited on/off functionality.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input Devices and Strategies

Machine interpretation of an extended set of gesture control
inputs realized with a passive sensor-style device offers the
prospect of a more comprehensive contactless control over
a wider range of devices and appliances.
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Passive Infrared (PIR) detectors are used to sense thermal
energy emitted by the human body. By detecting emitted
rather than reflected energy, the device performance is less
affected by the ambient lighting condition. Additionally,
due to the generally lower temperature and emissivity of the
surroundings, the target-to-background contrast is much
better than with visible light cameras.

INTRODUCTION

Gesturing is a natural mode of communication. Any verbal
communication is usually complemented by non-verbal
elements, including hand gesturing. Human-machine
interfaces that interpret hand gestures as a mode of input
provide a natural means of interaction. Contactless control
of electronic devices and systems is becoming increasingly
popular. A gesture input can reduce device surface
contamination, which is an advantage when used in a dirty
or clean environment, to navigate through on-screen content
and menus. Moreover, there are situations where a touch
interface fails to accurately interpret user intentions, e.g.

A thin-film pyroelectric device can be patterned to suit the
application. This type of infrared detector is also suited to a
higher frequency of operation than traditional bulk material
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Figure 1 PIR 2x2 Paired Array
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have been used as the estimated parameters for
development and an extended study is currently being
undertaken.
DIRECTION DISCRIMINATION

The sensor output sampled at 68.36 Hz produces an
amplitude-time response characteristic to the motion
trajectory composite along a pair axis (i.e. sensor diagonal)
for each pair. A Negative-then-Positive occurs as a
response to one direction swipe, and Positive-then-Negative
results from opposite direction of movement (Figure 2,
bottom).
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The signal is analysed and a decision about the motion
direction is made. The direction discrimination currently is
limited to movements that are close to parallel to either
axis, therefore producing four possible direction outputs.
The captured sample data shows that there is sufficient
information in the signal that can lead to a much better
direction resolution. Further, a high-speed camera study
combined with the sensor readout is underway to establish
the limits of such processing.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

The current working evaluation of the prototype device
gives detection rates of 77% (number of gestures detected
correctly out of all gestures produced). 86% of the detected
gestures were of the correct direction. The system was
trialled indoors and outdoors and the recorded sensor
signals as well as the actual detection give promising
results. Current focus of the study is on establishing the
limits of operation against simultaneously video-recorded
ground-truth.

Figure 2 Spatial discrimination along a detection axis – pixel
pair cross section (top) and angular response measurement of
a pixel pair along its axis (bottom)

sensors. Here, an array of four elements, connected in
oppositely coupled diagonal pairs, is used, as shown in
Figure 1. We have previously also presented a 4 x 4 array
used in a similar application [3, 4].
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